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Abstract
Softcomputing techniques are receiving attention as optimisation techniques for many industrial applications. Although these techniques eliminate the need for derivatives computation, they require much work
to adjust their parameters at the stage of research and development. Issues such as speed, stability, and
parameters convergence remain much to be investigated. This paper discusses the application of the method
of reference model to determine parameters of asynchronous machines using two optimisation techniques.
Softcomputing techniques used in this paper are evolutionary strategy and the chemotaxis algorithm. Identiﬁcation results using the two techniques are presented and compared with respect to the conventional simplex
technique of Nelder and Mead. Discussion about the chemotaxis algorithm as the most promising optimisation
technique is presented, giving its advantages and disadvantages.
Key Words: Asynchronous machine, Identiﬁcation, Optimization, Softcomputing techniques, Evolutionary
strategy, Chemotaxis algorithm.

1.

Introduction

Due to its simple and sturdy structure, the asynchronous machine has become an evitable part of the modern
industrial drive system. Recently many techniques have been developed to control the asynchronous machine as
eﬃciently as direct current machine. These techniques, however, rely on the accuracy of the machine parameters
which are known to vary under diﬀerent operating conditions. The use of incorrect parameters in controllers can
result in error and improper dynamic behaviours [1]. Therefore, having accurate parameters of an asynchronous
machine becomes essential to accomplish the desired dynamic performances under diﬀerent operating conditions.
However, it is well known that the rotor time constant is necessary for tuning the controller. Rotor parameter
variations are well known and neglecting the variations can lead to poor performing control schemes. The
accuracy of the estimated rotor ﬂux is greatly inﬂuenced by the value of rotor resistance used for control.
Rotor resistance may vary up to 100% due to rotor heating and recovering this information with a temperature
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model or a temperature sensor is not desirable. In addition rotor resistance can change signiﬁcantly with rotor
frequency due to skew/proximity eﬀect in machines with double-cage and deep-bar rotors. It has also been
shown that neglecting the iron loss resistance in control schemes results in a detuning of the drive. That is,
neglecting the iron loss parameter inherently leads to error between the reference torque and the actual torque
in the torque control scheme. More recently it has been shown that changes in the magnetizing parameters are
critical for establishing self-excitation in self-excited induction generators. The stator leakage reactance is also
known to vary with current [2].
In the literature, many works are devoted to softcomputing techniques for electric machines identiﬁcation
and control [3–7].
Bose et al. [4] have described fuzzy and nonfuzzy approaches for online stator-resistance estimation of an
induction motor, where the resistance value is derived from stator-winding temperature estimation as a function
of stator current and frequency through an approximate dynamic thermal model of the machine. The results
of the estimation have been used in a stator-ﬂux-oriented, sensorless, vector-controlled induction motor drive.
Resistance pattern can be stored in a look-up table. A diﬃculty of the look-up table method is that it tends to
give reduced resistance resolution unless the table is very large.
Min et al. [5] used the fuzzy estimation for tuning the stator resistance in direct torque control of
induction machines. The fuzzy resistance estimation should provide better performance than the PI estimation.
A neural net-based inverse model of an induction motor is given in [6].
Benaı̈dja and colleagues [7] used genetic algorithms for the estimation of electrical and mechanical
parameters of an induction motor. Evolutionary strategy is compared to the particle swarm algorithm for
determining the parameters of linear and nonlinear models of two asynchronous machines in [8]; the best results
are given by evolutionary strategy in 99% of the cases. Algorithmic parameters are determined by trial-and-error.
Initial conditions are not studied. This study focused on ﬁnding the best parameters, but not on determining
the best algorithm, to achieve this task. The later is typically the objective in a comparative study of the
algorithms aiming at identiﬁcation of machine parameters.
Among others, softcomputing techniques can be applied to neural networks and fuzzy logic paradigms,
neighbourhood techniques, evolutionary techniques and bionics. The class of neighbourhood techniques encloses, essentially, simulated annealing and tabu search. Genetic algorithms, evolutionary programming, and
evolutionary strategy are classiﬁed under the category of evolutionary techniques. In the class of bionics we
ﬁnd the chemotaxis algorithm, particle swarm, and immune system.
While the chemotaxis algorithm is known as an emergent optimisation technique, evolutionary strategy
is generally preferable to genetic algorithms for solving problems that deal with the optimisation of functions
of real numbers. Its main advantage over simulated annealing lies in its adaptive step length. Evolutionary
strategy and chemotaxis algorithm have fundamental commonality: they are highly parallelized, they each
evolve the random variation, reproduction and competition. These form the essential essence of evolution, and
one these four processes are in place, whether in nature or in a computer, evolution is an evitable outcome [9].
In this work we propose two softcomputing techniques, evolutionary strategy and chemotaxis algorithm,
for oﬀ-line identiﬁcation of asynchronous machine parameters under no load conditions. In order to study the
methods’ behaviour toward the changes of the start time t0 , we choose the simplex technique of Nelder and
Mead [10] as a reference.
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2.

Identiﬁcation Method

The identiﬁcation method of the reference model is based on the minimization of a performance criterion,
generally a weighted cost function (objective function) C . Hence, experimental and computed outputs are used
by optimization algorithm to adjust machine parameters iteratively. The procedure continues until there is no
appreciable improvement in the objective function value. A block diagram of the general iterative loop with
accompanying criterion and successive optimization forming the reference model is shown in Figure 1.
Asynchronous
machine

ia, ib, w

Vs

Criterion C
Asynchronous
machine
model

ias, ibs, wr
Optimization
algorithm
X

Figure 1. Block diagram of the identiﬁcation method of reference model.

The main parts of the method are presented in the subsequent sections of this monograph.

2.1.

Asynchronous machine model

Several models are considered suitable for asynchronous machines [11]. We select the most convenient for the
vector control. Neglecting the magnetic saturation and stray losses, the mathematical model of asynchronous
machine, referred to αβ axes ﬁxed with the stator, can be expressed by the following equations:
i̇s = [−Re is + (I/τr − wr J) φr + Vs ] /Le ,
φ̇r =


Vs =

Vsα
Vsβ




,

is =

(1)

Ls − Le
is − (I/τr − wr J) φr ,
τr

(2)

wr = (−fv wr + p (Te − Tl − Td )) /Jm ,

(3)

Te = piTs Jφr ,

(4)

isα
isβ


,

Td = fd sgn (wr ) ,




1 0
φrα
φr =
, I=
,
φrβ
0 1

(5)

J=

0 −1
1 0


.

whereVs , is , Φ r represent the stator voltage vector, stator current vector, and transformed rotor ﬂux vector,
respectively. Te , Tl , wr denote the electromagnetic torque, load torque, and rotor frequency, respectively. Jm ,
fv , and fd denote the rotor inertial moment, viscous friction coeﬃcient, and dry friction coeﬃcient, respectively.
The equivalent resistance Re , equivalent inductance Le , and rotor time constant τ r are related to the machine
parameters as shown below:
Re = Rs + Rr L2m /L2r ,

Le = Ls − L2m /Lr ,

τr = Lr /Rr ,

(6)
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where Rs and Rr are the stator resistance and rotor resistance, respectively. Ls , Lr , and Lm represent the
stator self-inductance, rotor self-inductance, and magnetizing inductance, respectively, and p is the number of
pole pairs.
The vector of machine parameters to be identiﬁed is: X = [ Re Le τ r Ls fv fd Jm ]. The number of simple
cage three-phase asynchronous machine parameters is, then, n = 7.
Fourth order Runge Kutta method is used to determine the states of machine model, i.e. transformed
rotor ﬂux and stator currents, throughout a given interval between t0 and t0 + Δtf . However, the initial
conditions of these states at t0 are required. Since iαs and iβs are to be measured, one needs to calculate only
Φ αr (t0 ) and Φ βr (t0 ). Assuming that the machine is initially (t = 0) unexcited, it is easy to show that
t0
φr (t0 ) =
0



Ls − Le
Vs dt − Re −
τr

 t0
is dt − Le is (t0 ) .

(7)

0

The integrated quantities in (7) are to be calculated using the aforementioned integration techniques and are
simply stored in memory for future reference, for example, a procedure of estimation of ﬂux.

2.2.

Cases of study

In order to test optimisation techniques, two three-phase asynchronous machines are used:
Machine-1 [12]: Machine-1 has the following characteristics:
The power rating P = 0.63 kw, supply voltage Vs = 380 V, nominal velocity Ω r = 2900 rpm, nominal
power factor cosφ n = 0.737, frequency f = 50 Hz, number of poles pairs p = 1. The machine is supplied by a
reduced balanced system of sinusoidal voltages of an rms value Vseff = 88 V, load torque Tl = 0. The start
time t0 = 0.71 s.
Preliminary electrical parameters are obtained by the nameplate method [13]:
σ=

Le
1 − cos ϕn
2πpΩr
1
=
, wg = wn −
, τr = √
Ls
1 + cos ϕn
60
σwg
Lf =

√
σVs
1−σ
, Lr = Lf
, Ls = Lf + Lr
Isn wn
σ

(8)

where σ is the dispersion coeﬃcient, wg is the slip pulsation.
By assuming the stator resistance Rs = Rr , subtraction of (6) from (8) leads to the preliminary values
of electrical parameters: Rep = 8.612 Ω, Lep = 39.2 mH, τ rp = 25.7 ms, Lsp = 259.2 mH.
The mechanical parameters are determined separately, mostly by the slowing down method.
The search intervals of electrical and mechanical parameters Δxi = [ xmin,ixmax,i ], i = 1, 2,. . . , n, are
selected such that simulation variables are in the feasible region:
ΔRe = [8.2 22.836], ΔLe = [ Lep /3 Lep ], Δ τ

r

= [τ

rp /3

0.024],

ΔLs = [ Lsp /3 0.264], Δfv = [0 0.002], Δfd = [0 0.1], ΔJm = [0.01 0.02].
Machine-2 [14]: Machine-2 has the following characteristics:
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Power rating P = 5.22 kw, supply voltage Vs = 220 V, nominal velocity Ω r = 1767 rpm, frequency f
= 60 Hz, number of poles pairs p = 2. The machine is supplied by a balanced system of sinusoidal voltages of
the peak valueVs = 380 V, load torque Tl = 0. The start time is t0 = 0.05 s.
Preliminary electrical parameters are obtained by classical tests (using DC step supply) [15]:
Rep = 1.835 Ω, Lep = 40.3 mH, τ

rp

= 321 ms, Lsp = 175.2 mH;

and
ΔRe = [11.5 17.8777], ΔLe = [0.01 0.0239], Δ τ

r

= [ τ rp /3 3 τ

rp ],

ΔLs = [0.55 1.4163],

Δfv = [0 0.0045], Δfc = [0 0.2872], ΔJm = [0.001 0.01].
We notice that classical tests (no-load test and locked-rotor test) do not give good approximation for
electrical parameters; except for rotor time constant.

2.3.

Performance Criterion

In [16], Alonge et al. have tested using two performance criterions, quadratic criterion and absolute criterion.
However, the results obtained with quadratic criterion are slightly better than those given by absolute criterion.
At the time of our study, we have observed that both performance criterions give the same results. In order to
lighten the representation in term of digits, the reported results are referred to absolute criterion

C=

K


[ka |(iaj − iasj )| + kb |(ibj − ibsj )| + kω |(ωj − ωrj )|],

(9)

j=1

where iaj , ibj , and wj denote the measured variables; isaj , isbj , and wrj denote the variables obtained by
simulation. These quantities are useful for the vector control. ka , kb , kw are weights.
In [16] the weights ka = 1, kb = 1, kw = 0.5, 1, 2 are tested, the best results are obtained with kw =
0.5. By examining the absolute values of measured variables; this value seems to be an equitable weighting of
currents and velocity. Then, we choose the values of weights: ka = 1, kb = 1, kw = 0.5.

2.4.
2.4.1.

State of the art
Evolutionary strategy (ES)

Evolutionary strategy is an optimization method, inspired from the notion of biological evolution by means of
natural selection [17]. The evolutionary strategy procedure can be summarized in the following steps.
a) Initialize population
The initial population is carried out picking μ individuals at random from the search space ΔX =
[ ΔRe ΔLe Δ τ r ΔLs Δfv Δfc ΔJm ] T ; where the search intervals are determined according to the case of study.
The initial parent population, { ak } = {(x , σ ) k } for k = 1,2,. . . , μ is deﬁned by

σik

xki = xM in,i + rand (xM ax,i − xM in,i ) ,

(10)




 k
xM ax,i − xM in,i  1

= xi − xM in,i +
 √n ,
2

(11)
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k
wherexk = [ Rke Lke τ kr Lks fvk fck Jm
] is the vector of means and σ k is the vector of standard deviations of the

individual ak . rand denotes a random variable of uniform distribution in the interval [0,1] that is sampled for
each parameter i (i = 1,2,. . . , n) which the upper and lower boundaries are xmax,i and xmin,i respectively.
The environment delivers a quality metric (ﬁtness value ck ) for each search point k (k = 1,2,. . . , μ).
b) Recombination
The recombination mechanism allows for mixing of parental information while passing it to their descendants. Many schemes of recombination exist and are being used in evolutionary strategies. The strategy called
generalized intermediate panmictic recombination consists in taking one individual from the parent population
and holding it ﬁxed while other parents are chosen to recombine with it. The number of parents chosen for
recombination, with each individual, is equal to ρ. The process of recombination is mathematically expressed
as:
xi = xR,i + Ui (0, 1) (xQi ,i − xR,i ) ,
(12)
σi = σR,i + Ui (0, 1) (σQi∗ ,i − σR,i ) ,

(13)

where R and Q denote two randomly chosen individuals from the parent pool. Qi and Qi∗ denote that the
parent Q is to be sampled for each parameter individually. Ui (0,1) is an uniform random number in the range
[0 1]. The number of the candidate parents for the next generation is then: λ = ρ · μ.
c) Mutation
According to the biological observation that oﬀspring are similar to their parents and that small changes
occur more often than large ones, the mutation operator for the ith parameter expressed in mathematical terms
is deﬁned as:
xi = xi + σi Ni (0, 1) ,
(14)
σi = σi exp [τ  N (0, 1) + τ Ni (0, 1)] ,

(15)

where N (0,1) denotes a random variable of normal distribution with zero mean and standard deviation 1,
sampled just once per recombination procedure. Analogously, Ni (0,1) denotes a random variable of normal
distribution with zero mean and standard deviation 1 which is to be sampled for each parameter individually.
The values of τ and τ ’ appear to be rather robust and they can be picked as:
√
2 n
√ −1
2n
τ ∝
τ ∝

−1

,

(16)

where the proportionality constants are usually one. To guarantee a minimum of variation in the mutation of
the parameters, all standard deviations σ i are required to remain above a certain threshold. This minimum
deviation should be expressed as a percentage of the parameter value, that is,
σi ≥ ε |xi | .

d) Selection
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Since the oﬀspring population is larger than the parent population (λ > μ), a mechanism has to be
implemented that allows us to select which oﬀspring will conform the new parent population. Mainly, we have
to distinguish between so-called elitist and non-elitist selection operators.
More reﬁned selection methods have been introduced, out of which, the ﬁtness-based-reinsertion combined
with the elitist selection is recommended. In this method, the λ oﬀsprings generated through recombination
and mutation from the parents are ranked in terms of their ﬁtness and the best μ - γ (γ < μ) are selected
to become part of the next parent generation. The remaining γ slots in the parent population to complete
the μ individuals required are ﬁlled by the best parents of the older generation, which are retained so that the
previous information is not completely lost in one evolution step.
This technique presents in intermediate scenario between elitist and non-elitist selection and it aims to
capture the best of both worlds, allowing the new oﬀsprings to substitute most of the old parents but keeping
the best of the former to enrich the genetic pool.

e) Termination
Steps b to d are repeated until there is no appreciable improvement in the objective function value.

2.4.2.

Chemotaxis algorithm (CA)

The biologically inspired optimization technique of chemotaxis algorithm is proposed by analogy to the way
bacteria react to chemoattractants in concentration gradients.
There is a great diversity of strategies for foraging and survival at the bacterial level [18]. Particularly,
an E-coli bacterium is conspicuous by his thermotaxis and phototaxis capabilities.
E-coli bacteria swarm foraging can be modelled for optimization by the following steps.

a) Initialization
A population of μ bacteria is randomly and uniformly created. Each bacterial cell is deﬁned by its
i
position (vector of machine parameters) xi = [ Rie Lie τ ir Lis fvi fci Jm
] and his nutrient surface (objective function

value C).

b) Chemotaxis
Deﬁne chemotaxis step to be a tumble followed by a tumble or a tumble followed by a run. The new
location of the cell is then:

xi (k + 1) = xi (k) + c (k) Φi (k) , i = 1, 2, . . ., μ,

(18)

where c(k) is the size of the step taken in the random direction speciﬁed by unit length random direction Φ(k).
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The cell-to-cell signalling, for the ith cell, is represented as

Ccc x, x


i

s


=

⎡

⎡

⎣−dattract exp ⎣−wattract

+


i 2

⎤⎤

xkj − xj ⎦⎦

(19)

j=1

k=1
k = i
s


n


⎡

⎡

⎣−hrepellent exp ⎣−wrepellent

k=1
k = i

n



i 2

⎤⎤

xkj − xj ⎦⎦,

(20)

j=1

where dattract and wattract denote the depth and width of the attractant signal, respectively, and hrepellent and
wrepellent denote the height and width of the repellent.
The swarming eﬀect is then released by the health function (instead of objective function C):



Ch xi = C xi + Ccc x, xi .

(21)

Bacterium cell make Ns runs before a tumble. The tumble is anticipated exactly when a degradation of objective
function value is observed. So that the cells will try to ﬁnd nutrients, avoid noxious substances, and at the same
time try to move toward other cells but not too close to them.
c) Reproduction
AfterNc chemotactic steps, a reproduction step is taken.
Let Nr be the number of reproduction steps to be taken. For convenience, we assume that μ is a
positive even integer. Let: μ r = μ/2, the number of population members who have had suﬃcient nutrients
so that they will reproduce (split in two) with no mutations. For reproduction, the population is sorted order
of ascending accumulated health (higher accumulated health represents that a bacterium did not get as many
nutrients during its lifetime of foraging and hence is not as healthy and thus unlikely to reproduce), then the
μ r lest healthy bacteria die and the other Sr healthiest bacteria each split into two bacteria, which are placed
at the same location.
d) Elimination dispersal event
Let Ned be the number of elimination-dispersal events and, for each elimination dispersal event, each
bacterium in the population is subjected to elimination-dispersal (death, then random placement of a new
bacterium at a random location on the optimization domain) with probability ped .
e) Termination
Steps b to d are repeated until there is no appreciable improvement in the objective function value.

3.

Identiﬁcation Results

Identiﬁcation is performed in visual C++ 6 compiler running in 1.7-GH Pentium-based-PC. Sampling frequency
is 2 kHz.
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Block diagram of the experimental data acquisition is given in Figure 2. SYNCHR block generates a 12
kHz synchronisation signal which acts on a digital input of an A/D converter and constitutes the time base for
PC external operations. More precisely, when the above signal commutes from low to high level the PC acquires
signal. Voltage signals in the range [-10, 10] V are acquired by means of three resistive voltage dividers (P1,
P2, P3), realised with resistors having accuracy equal to 0.1%. Two stator currents are acquired by means of
two Hall transducers (H1, H2) which generate voltage signals in the range [-5, 5] V. DC tachometer generates a
voltage proportional to the velocity which, by means of a calibrated resistive voltage divider (P4), is converted
into a signal in the range [-10, 10] V, and then acquired.
P1
P2
P3
H1
AM

T

H2
Line voltages

SYNCHR

P4
PC
+
Acquisition card

Figure 2. Basic scheme of the experimental equipment.

The results of identiﬁcation of Machine-1 and Machine-2 using diﬀerent optimisation techniques are
represented in Table 1 and Table 2, respectively.
Table 1. Results of parameter identiﬁcation via Machine-1.

Nelder & Mead
equivalent resistance Re (Ω)
equivalent inductance Le (H)
rotor time constant τ r (s)
tator self-inductance Ls (H)
viscous friction coeﬃcient fv (Nms)
dry friction coeﬃcient fd (Nm)
rotor inertial moment Jm (Nms 2 )
CostC
Time(s)

18.25367
0.040094
0.024731
0.150972
0.000876
0.001604
0.015701
470.7807
2

Evolutionary
Strategy
8.200000
0.039004
0.024004
0.228760
0.000000
0.000000
0.010001
376.4795
10

Chemotaxis
Algorithm
8.200000
0.039000
0.024346
0.229000
0.000010
0.000010
0.010000
376.0273
81

It is observed that for Machine-1, where the value of the start time t0 is high corresponding to the steady
state, the results given by the chemotaxis algorithm are better than those given by the evolutionary strategy
and Nelder and Mead method in term of the best cost over the population at the time of convergence. Their
resulting electrical parameters are close to those given by the nameplate method. The diﬀerence lies in the
values of mechanical parameters.
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Table 2. Results of parameter identiﬁcation via Machine-1.

Nelder & Mead
equivalent resistanceRe (Ω)
equivalent inductance Le (H)
rotor time constant τ r (s)
tator self-inductance Ls (H)
viscous friction coeﬃcient fv (Nms)
dry friction coeﬃcient fd (Nm)
rotor inertial moment Jm (Nms 2 )
CostC
Time(s)

12.77727
0.010010
0.282843
0.900482
0.003796
0.232700
0.006924
2362.479
<1

Evolutionary
Strategy
11.50000
0.010000
0.344114
0.807952
0.000734
0.069929
0.006066
2376.203
1

Chemotaxis
Algorithm
11.50000
0.039000
0.963000
0.550000
0.000000
0.000000
0.001650
2370.640
8

For Machine-2, where the value of the start time t0 is low; corresponding to the transient regime, the
best results in term of the value of objective function are given by the simplex technique.
Conversely to the analytical techniques, whose high number of experimental magnitudes (equal or up
to 200 [19]) are required to obtain stable results, much less number of experimental data are needed for the
convergence of the tested population based techniques. This observation is in accordance with the results
obtained with genetic algorithm [20].

3.1.

Initial population

Ten uniformly distributed initial populations of Machine-1 and Machine-2 parameters are tested for each
optimisation technique. Biased populations of
ten diﬀerent distributions of populations concentrated in the half of the search intervals of all the
parameters (1/2 n of the search space);
ten diﬀerent distributions of populations concentrated in the quarter of the search intervals of all the
parameters (1/4 n of the search space),
are also tested. It has been observed that, generally, evolutionary strategy gives better results with
biased (or even concentrated) initial population than with uniformly distributed initial population. This is
due to the extrapolation capability of the technique. Conversely, the chemotaxis algorithm gives better results
with uniformly distributed initial population than with biased initial population; because bacterium cells have
tendency rather to gathering.
The maximum variations from each parameter of the individual that give the low value of objective
function xibest (i = 1, 2, . . . , n) could be calculated as:
to the lower limit:
dxi =

xibest − xi min
100,
xibest

(22)

Dxi =

xi max − xibest
100.
xibest

(23)

to the higher limit:

Variations obtained are shown in Table 3 and Table 4 for machine-1 and Machine-2, respectively.
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Table 3. Variation of the resulting Machine-1 parameters vs. distribution of the initial population.

Nelder & Mead
equivalent resistance, variation
to the lower boundary dR e
equivalent resistance, variation
to the upper boundary DR e
equivalent inductance variation
to the lower boundary dLe
equivalent inductance variation
to the upper boundary DLe
rotor time constant, variation
to the lower boundary dτ r
rotor time constant, variation
to the upper boundary Dτ r
viscous friction coeﬃcient, variation to
the lower boundary df v
viscous friction coeﬃcient, variation
to the upper boundary Df v
dry friction coeﬃcient, variation
to the lower boundary df d
dry friction coeﬃcient, variation
to the upper boundary Df d
rotor inertial moment, variation
to the lower boundary dJ m
rotor inertial moment, variation
to the upper boundary DJ m
Cost, maximal variation dC

47

Evolutionary
Strategy
0

Chemotaxis
Algorithm
0

33

29

2

0

0

0

86

18

0

0

0

1

84

100

0

46

28

43

34

13

1

19

0

0

56

72

50

0

0

0

93

90

0

1

20

14

We notice that the chemotaxis algorithm is the most robust against changes of distribution of the initial
population. However, with evolutionary strategy and for high value of the start time, electrical parameters
converge toward the higher limits of the search intervals, where the decrease of the value of objective function
is induced. Besides, with evolutionary strategy, and for low value of the start time, the important variations of
the mechanical parameters do not cause noticeable variation of the value of objective function; the problem of
sensitivity comes up in this case.
It is worth mentioning that there are almost no variations of equivalent resistance and equivalent inductance, versus changes of the distribution of initial population, as they induce the greediness of the algorithms.

3.2.
3.2.1.

Tuning of parameters of optimisation techniques
Nelder and Mead simplex method (NM)

Ten initial values are allotted to the algorithm, the best results are recorded.
Machines and computed outputs obtained with the parameters giving the lower values of objective
functions with start times t0 of 0.71 s and 0.05 s for Machine-1 and Machine-2, respectively, are shown in
Figures 3.
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Table 4. Variation of the resulting Machine-1 parameters vs. distribution of the initial population.

Nelder & Mead
equivalent resistance, variation
to the lower boundary dR e
equivalent resistance, variation
to the upper boundary DR e
equivalent inductance variation
to the lower boundary dLe
equivalent inductance
variation to the upper boundary DLe
rotor time constant,
variation to the lower boundary dτ r
rotor time constant,
variation to the upper boundary Dτ r
viscous friction coeﬃcient, variation
to the lower boundary df v
viscous friction coeﬃcient, variation
to the upper boundary Df v
dry friction coeﬃcient, variation
to the lower boundary df d
dry friction coeﬃcient, variation
to the upper boundary Df d
rotor inertial moment, variation
to the lower boundary dJ m
rotor inertial moment, variation
to the upper boundary DJ m
Cost, maximal variation dC
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Although it is known that the Nelder and Mead method does not work well in many situations, no
problem of numerical stability was shown.

3.2.2.

Evolutionary strategy (ES)

The algorithm of evolutionary strategy has been tested using several combinations: populations of diﬀerent
sizes (μ = 10–90, with a resolution of 10), and number of parents chosen for recombination (ρ = 1,. . . , ρ =
10, ρ = 20,. . . , ρ = 100, logarithmic scaling).
Machines and computed outputs obtained with the parameters giving the lower values of objective
functions with start times t0 of 0.71 s and 0.05 s for Machine-1 and Machine-2, respectively, are shown in
Figures 4.
For Machine-1, the value of the start time t0 is high. It is observed that the most accurate parameters
are given with an intermediate size of the population μ = 100, essentially with uniformly distributed initial
population. Biased initial populations required larger size μ = 200, which is in accordance with [21]. The
number of parents chosen for recombination ρ change from 3 to 60. The values of the deviations σ ki (i = 1,
2,. . . , n; k = 1, 2,. . . , μ) evolve quickly during the optimisation process and they will ﬁne-tune themselves,
making the choice of their initial values not of critical importance.
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Figures 3. Machines’ currents resulting from identiﬁcation using Nelder and Mead method: (a), (b) currents from
Machine-1; (c), (d) currents from Machine-2.

For Machine-2, the value of the time t0 is low, and the choice of the population size μ and number of
parents chosen for recombination ρ become more signiﬁcant. However, it is observed that the quality of solution
improve with the population size μ until a certain value changing from 20 to 70, according to the distribution of
initial population. Poor results appear upwards from this population size. Optimal parameters of the algorithm
are obtained with a number of parents chosen for recombination ρ proportional to the population size μ: high
number of parents ρ with high population size μ, and vice-versa.
It is worth mentioning that an elitism number γ up to 3 causes the best cost to decrease considerably,
since there are not enough new individuals in the population.
3.2.3.

Chemotaxis algorithm (CA)

Machines and computed outputs obtained with the parameters giving the lower value of objective function with
start times t0 of 0.71s and 0.05s for Machine-1 and Machine-2, respectively, are shown in Figures 5.
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Figures 4. Machines’ currents resulting from identiﬁcation using evolutionary strategy: (a), (b) currents from Machine1; (c), (d) currents from Machine-2.

Usually the population size μ is chosen to have a large value, but it has to be kept within a reasonable
level to prevent excessive enumeration [22]. Algorithm performance is greatly aﬀected by the characteristics
of swarming. Indeed, a small number of runs before a tumble Ns makes foraging a random superﬁcial search
through the search landscape. When the number of runs Ns increases, bacterial cells penetrate along the
nutrient proﬁle and, thus, the value of cost function improves. If the value of the number of runs Ns is too
high, the algorithm could become unstable [23], in the sense that the performance criterion begins oscillating
around some local minimum, which make the parameters not settle to their ﬁnal values. The optimal value of
the number of runs Ns ranges between 5 and 15; according to initial population.
The step sizes are:
for Machine-1: c = [0.01 0.01 0.002 0.002 0.0002 0.002 0.002];
for Machine-2: c = [0.05 0.0025 0.025 0.005 0.0005 0.025 0.00025].
It is interesting to note the relative behaviour of the number of tumbles before a reproduction step Nc and
the best cost over the population at the time of convergence, for Machine-2. When the number of chemotactic
steps Nc is below 10, the best cost increases by 2%. If the number of chemotactic steps Nc is chosen up to 10,
the best cost increases by 7%. On average, bacteria ﬁnd the best path within 10 tumbles; after this, bacteria
follow less nutrient landscapes without sharing memory of the previous information.
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Figures 5. Machines’ currents resulting from identiﬁcation using chemotaxis algorithm: (a), (b) currents from Machine1; (c), (d) currents from Machine-2.

The number of reproduction steps before an elimination-dispersal step Nr reﬂects the anxiousness of
the environment. A large value for the number of reproduction steps Nr did not improve performances of the
algorithm, which converge slowly, due to presence of predators. Predator action originates in chaotic attractors
[24]. However, the poor information oﬀered by Machine-1 causes a large life ratio and, hence, the number of
reproduction steps Nr in the surroundings of 50. This value ranges between 3 and 5 for Machine-2.
Start Here Next It is observed that high values for the depth of the attractant released by cell dattract ,
as a low value of the height of the repellenthrepellent , improve the cost function value and reduce the execution
time. Then we can conclude that the social behaviour of bacteria foraging contributes to the enhancement of
the performances of the algorithm. In [25], the author suggests the initial value of the function representing the
combined cell-to-cell signalling Ccc in the range of 10% of the value of the health function Ch . This is done
by adjusting the widths wattract and wrepellent . Following this recommendation, it is observed that, as time
goes on, bacteria are gathered and, hence, health function Ch is asymptotically reduced to the cost function
C . The best results are given with dattract = 10 −3.5 , hrepellent = 20 · 10 −3.5 , for machine-1, dattract = 10 −9.8 ,
hrepellent = 20 · 10 −9.8 for machine-2, and wattract = 0.2, and wrepellent = 1 for both machines.
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Bearing in mind that healthiest bacteria are not obligatorily the ﬁttest bacteria, ﬂuctuations nonetheless
appeared in the best cost. In the aim to eliminate the resulting ﬂuctuations, an elitism procedure is adopted.
It consists of substituting one of the two worst elements resulting from the elimination-dispersal operator by
the best element of the preceding generation. Since the elitism procedure has taken place after the eliminationdispersal step, the whole composition of the population of cells will not be altered.

4.

Conclusion

This paper investigates the eﬀect of the start time on the performances of optimisation techniques to develop
the highest possible beneﬁt from the information of experimental magnitudes issued from the machine.
Various results were found for two asynchronous machines with diﬀerent rating powers and for diﬀerent
start times. For a high value of the time t0 , i.e. close to permanent state, the chemotaxis algorithm is
the greedier. The large inrush of currents at start-up, corresponding to a low value of the time t0 , permits
the chemotaxis algorithm to exhibit more mature performances; and the tuning of the parameters of both
population-based optimisation techniques become very easy.
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